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ABSTRACT  

Hematite, a common type of iron oxide, is a promising material for solar technologies, due to 

its small bandgap that allows for solar radiation absorption in the visible region, low toxicity 

in aqueous solutions, easy synthesis and natural abundance. However, fast electron–hole 

recombination has been hampering full applicability of hematite in solar technologies. In this 

study, we used visible femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy to investigate the 

excited-state decay and electron–hole recombination dynamics of nanostructured hematite 

thin films. By varying the pump excitation fluence and performing global and target data 

analysis, we identified the presence of nonlinear decay processes during the initial 

picosecond after photoexcitation, which have a non-negligible contribution at pump fluences 

of >~1 mJ/(pulse∙cm2). Calculations show exciton-exciton annihilation to be the dominant 

nonlinear process, with an average rate constant of 7.09 × 10-9 cm3 s-1. Annihilation 

calculations also allowed us to estimate the annihilation radius to be 2.3 nm, thus explaining 

the rapid exciton-exciton annihilation in the immediate aftermath of photoexcitation. Probe 
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wavelength-dependent decay dynamics points to excitation energy redistribution and 

involvement of traps in the recombination dynamics. We finally present a kinetic model, 

verified by performing target data analysis, showing the rates and channels of the dominant 

processes involved with electron–hole recombination upon relatively high excitation rates. 

The extremely fast electron–hole recombination process in hematite is one of the main 

reasons hindering the full applicability of the material in solar water splitting. Measures to 

limit these ultrafast recombination processes should, therefore, be incorporated into device 

fabrication and preparation to further improve the material. 
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1 Introduction  

The drive towards cleaner renewable energy has become inevitable due to fast depletion of 

fossil fuels and the associated carbon footprint. This has led to extensive research on different 

renewable energy technologies, particularly solar energy, which is the cheapest and most 

abundant alternative. Although several materials are already in use for solar energy 

harnessing, the commonly used materials such as silicon have low energy conversion 

efficiencies. Due to the seasonal nature of sunlight, it has become imperative to utilize other 

ways of harnessing and storing solar energy. Water splitting, also known as artificial 

photosynthesis, has emerged as an enticing concept of converting solar energy into storable 

fuels. It makes use of semiconductor photoanodes that create electron-hole (e--h+) pairs upon 

photo-illumination. The e--h+ pairs are then utilized in reduction and oxidation reactions that 

lead to the splitting of water into its constituent elements, oxygen, and hydrogen. This way of 

hydrogen production is particularly attractive as it is environmentally friendly and hydrogen 

is a storable fuel. The process of water splitting was first demonstrated by Honda and 

Fujishima in the early 1970s1 using a titania (TiO2) photoanode. A significant amount of 

research has since been performed to making the process more efficient. Currently, more 

emphasis is laid on the use of metal oxide semiconductors for photoanodes2-3. 

Several metal oxides such as TiO2, tungsten trioxide (WO3), bismuth vanadate (BiVO4) and 

zinc oxide (ZnO) have been studied extensively for potential use in solar-cell and water-

splitting technologies4-8. TiO2 first appeared as an ideal metal oxide for water splitting mainly 

due to excellent stability in aqueous solutions. Additionally, TiO2 conduction and valence 

bands straddle the water redox potentials – a crucial requirement for oxygen and hydrogen 

production through water splitting9. However, the efficiency of TiO2-based photoanodes is 

very low due to its large bandgap, which highly limits visible solar absorption. The same 
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problem of limited visible light absorption also hampers the efficiency of other large bandgap 

metal oxide semiconductors such as WO3
10 and ZnO7. Hematite, best known as α-Fe2O3 

(Fe2O3 hereafter), is a metal oxide semiconductor with a relatively narrow bandgap of ~2.1 

eV and can thus absorb substantially in the visible region of the solar spectrum reaching the 

earth’s surface11-13. Despite the excellent properties, the full applicability of Fe2O3 in water 

splitting is greatly limited by ultrafast e--h+ recombination, short hole diffusion lengths of 2 

to ~20 nm14-15, and low conductivity16. These shortfalls consequentially lead to low solar to 

photocurrent conversion efficiency 17. Several methods such as elemental doping18, bandgap 

engineering19 and use of heterojunctions or interfacial layers10, 20 can be used to counter these 

shortfalls.   

It is without doubt that the rate of e--h+ recombination following photoillumination of a 

semiconducting material is an important indicator of whether a material can be sustainably 

used in solar technology, particularly in solar water oxidation. Several studies have been 

carried out before to determine the e--h+ recombination rates on hematite under water 

splitting conditions, under applied external voltage bias or in air21-23. The results revealed that 

Fe2O3 undergo rapid e--h+ recombination on timescales of a few hundred femtoseconds24-26 to 

a few microseconds when an external voltage is applied27. These measurements were 

performed on nanostructures of different geometries, such as nanowires, nanorice, spheroidal 

nanoparticles, and also with different dopants to prolong the carrier lifetimes. Electron-hole 

recombination in most semiconductor materials, especially those with reduced 

dimensionality, can be accelerated by nonlinear processes such as three-particle Auger 

recombination, bimolecular (exciton-exciton) Auger recombination (also known as exciton–

exciton annihilation, EEA) and biexciton formation. These nonlinear processes may occur 

concurrently or separately, and can be caused in ultrafast studies by high pump fluences that 

lead to multiple exciton formation.   
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In semiconductors that have a large density of trap states, the probability for nonlinear 

processes increases dramatically after the trap states are filled. To the best of our knowledge, 

not much work has as yet been done to determine the effect of excitation fluence variations 

on the excited-state decay and recombination lifetimes in hematite nanostructures. Cherepy et 

al.17 carried out fluence-varying measurements on Fe2O3 nanostructures up to a total fluence 

of 1.2 mJ/(pulse∙cm2) and did not observe any fluence-dependent decay dynamics. Similarly, 

no fluence-dependent dynamics were observed by Sorenson et al.24 after varying the pump 

fluence from 0.15 to 1.8 mJ/(pulse∙cm2). However, Pendlebury et al.27 observed a retardation 

of the decay kinetics of hematite nanoparticles by decreasing the excitation densities from 

360 down to 15 μJ(pulse∙cm2), attributing the effect to nongeminate bimolecular 

recombination. These studies create a discrepancy where low excitation densities produced 

fluence-dependent decay dynamics and higher fluences did not. In this study, we investigated 

this inconsistency by carrying out femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy measurements on 

nanostructured Fe2O3 thin films using high pump fluences. We performed global analysis on 

the transient data to investigate the effect of excitation pump fluence values from 1.40 to 4.19 

mJ/(pulse∙cm2) on the spectral kinetic rates and used annihilation calculations to show that 

the rate changes are correlated with EEA.  

 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Hematite synthesis 

Hematite thin films were deposited by spin coating onto conductive fluorine-doped tin oxide 

(FTO, TEC 8, Pilkilton) glass substrates. FTO substrates were pre-cleaned ultrasonically in 

acetone, ethanol and deionized water for 5 min, followed by rinsing with ethanol and dried 
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with nitrogen gas. The precursor solution of iron-oleate was prepared from a mixture of iron 

(III) nitrate (Fe(NO3)3·9H2O, ≥98%, Sigma Aldrich) and oleic acid (C18H34O2, ≥99% GC, 

Sigma Aldrich). Three drops of the solution were placed on the cleaned substrate and spun 

off at a high speed of 3000 rpm for 30 s, then dried at 90°C on a hot plate before being 

annealed in a furnace at 500°C for 30 min. Three thin film layers of hematite were obtained 

by repeated deposition, drying and heat treatment steps for each layer at a time.  

2.2 Measurements 

The thin films had a total average thickness of ~450 nm, as measured using a P-15KLA 

Tencor stylus surface profiler. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) (PAN analytical X’Pert PRO) 

was performed in order to confirm the structure, phase and crystallinity of hematite thin 

films. Surface morphology of the nanostructures was investigated using field emission 

scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, ZEISS SEM-Microscopy). The absorbance of 

hematite thin films was measured using an Ocean Optics spectrometer (USB4000 series).  

Transient absorption spectroscopy measurements were performed using the setup previously 

described20. Briefly, we used a Ti: Sapphire amplified laser system (150 fs pulse duration; 

775 nm peak wavelength; 1 kHz repetition rate).  An output averaging 850 mW was split into 

two beams, 30% pump and 70% probe. The pump beam was directed into a β-barium borate 

(BBO) crystal for frequency doubling to produce a 387.5 nm (3.2 eV) centred beam with a 

FWHM bandwidth of ~4 nm. The 387.5 nm pump beam was then focussed into a sample 

using a telescope, and neutral density filters were used to attenuate the pump power where 

different pump fluences were required. A chopper was inserted in the pump beam path to 

enable “pumped” and “unpumped” measurements. The pump beam was estimated to have a 

pulse duration of ~180 fs just before the sample. Different pump-probe delay times were 

obtained by passing the probe beam through a motorized translation stage. A maximum of 2 
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ns probe delay can be achieved on our setup, although in this study we limited the delay to 50 

ps since we were interested in the earliest electron-hole dynamics post excitation. After the 

delay line, the probe beam was attenuated and focussed into a sapphire crystal to produce a 

white light continuum, which was split using a 50/50 beam splitter. One part of the 

supercontinuum was used as the probe and focussed into the sample, overlapping temporally 

and spatially with the pump beam, while the other part, the reference beam, was directed also 

through the sample but without overlapping with the pump. The reference was used to 

account for fluctuations occurring in the probe, which may otherwise be mistaken for pump-

induced dynamics. The pump and probe beam diameters were ~500 μm and ~300 μm, 

respectively, as measured using a ThorLabs DCC1545 CMOS camera. Using a probe beam 

that is smaller in size than the pump beam ensured that all probed sections of the samples had 

been pumped. Upon interaction of the sample with the probe beam, processes such as ground 

state bleaching (GSB), excited state absorption (ESA) of electrons and holes, and stimulated 

emission (SE) can be observed. Beyond the sample, both the probe and the reference beams 

were focussed into optical fibres and directed to a diffraction grating, which dispersed the 

beams onto a photodiode array to measure spectra, using ExciPro software.  

2.3 Data analysis 

Global analysis of the data was performed using Glotaran, a global and target data analysis 

program28. In Glotaran, all wavelengths are analyzed simultaneously using a common set of 

kinetic parameters as opposed to wavelength- or time-specific data fitting. A sequential 

model was used for the analysis. A sequential model provides a more appropriate description 

of the recombination dynamics in semiconductors than a parallel decay model because 

electrons first relax to the conduction band edge from higher excited states initially populated 

by the pump pulse, followed by either direct or trap-mediated recombination with the valence 
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holes in a sequential fashion. Although other processes such as trapping and recombination 

from the conduction band edge might appear to favour a parallel model, sequential dynamics 

are more dominant. It is important to note, however, that both the sequential and parallel 

decay models yield similar decay/recombination lifetimes (i.e., the two models are 

mathematically equivalent).  In a sequential model (1 → 2 → 3 → ….), each number 

represents an evolution-associated difference spectrum (EADS), which interconvert, as 

indicated by the arrows, with successive monoexponential decay times (τ1, τ2, τ3,...). EADS 1 

is considered to decay into EADS 2 with decay time τ1, while EADS 2 has lifetime τ2 and 

decays into EADS 3, etc. The first EADS represents the zero-time spectra, i.e., it shows the 

populations of the excitation energy prior to any relaxation, energy transfer or recombination 

processes. From target analysis, one obtains species associated difference spectra (SADS). 

The SADS represents pure states as opposed to EADS which define the spectral evolution of 

the entire system. Inverses of rate constants used in target analysis give the characteristic time 

of transitions between particular compartments (species).   

3 Results  

3.1 Structural characterization 

The XRD pattern for the hematite thin films (Figure 1a) confirms that the α-phase of hematite 

was produced with high purity (JCPDS 33-0664). The α-Fe2O3 peaks are not very prominent 

because the nanostructure films were considerably thin. The less prominent peaks may also 

be due to the small-sized nature of the nanostructures, which is clearly supported by SEM in 

Figure 1b. All other peaks originate from the FTO substrate. FE-SEM micrographs (Figure 1b) 

show a uniform covering of the FTO substrate by the hematite nanostructures. It can be 

observed from the micrographs that the nanoparticle size is uniform and ~60 nm, on average. 
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The sizes were confirmed using the Scherrer formula of the peak width analysis on the XRD 

results. We considered the thin film uniformity and purity to be ideal for ultrafast pump-

probe spectroscopic measurements.  

 

 

Figure 1. (a) XRD spectrum confirming the presence of hematite in the thin films. α-Fe2O3  peaks are 

marked with a “#” while the peaks marked with a “*” belong to the FTO substrate. (b) FE-SEM 

micrographs for hematite thin film.   

3.2 Steady-state absorption results 

The top of the Fe2O3 valence band is composed of mixed Fe 3d and O 2p states with 

predominantly O 2p character29. The absorption spectrum of hematite is thus composed of 

optical transitions from these two states to the conduction band, which is predominantly 

composed of Fe 3d-like states29. The absorption spectrum of the hematite thin film on an FTO 

substrate (Figure 2) shows an absorption maximum at ~390 nm (~3.18 eV), which is 

attributed to ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) from O 2p orbitals to Fe3+ 2t2g and 3eg 

orbitals12, 30. It is important to note, however, that other absorption maxima exist at 

wavelengths below 390 nm (not shown). In particular, a maximum has been observed at ~230 

nm and attributed largely to LMCT12, 31, and to a lesser extent to Fe3+ ligand field 

transitions32.  The absorption features at wavelengths between ~387.5 nm and ~590 nm result 
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from weak Fe d-d ligand field transitions31. Even though d-d transitions are both spin and 

Laporte forbidden12, they still weakly contribute to absorption due to magnetic coupling of 

electronic spins of nearest-neighbour Fe3+ cations33. At wavelengths above ~590 nm, the 

observed absorption tail is a result of sub-bandgap states since band-to-band transitions are 

not possible at energies below ~2.1 eV (~590 nm).  

 

Figure 2. The absorption spectrum of α-Fe2O3 thin film showing a maximum absorption at ~390 nm. 

3.3 Transient absorption results 

The time-dependent behaviour of the transient absorption spectra following an excitation 

pump fluence of 1.40 mJ/(pulse∙cm2) is shown in Figure 3a. Spectra corresponding to higher 

pump fluences are displayed in Figure S1. The negative amplitude of the spectra at 

wavelengths below ~470 – 490 nm (above ~3.05 – 2.53 eV) is the result of GSB and SE.  The 

excessive width of the GSB/SE signal is directly related to the broad absorbance band (Figure 

2). Put differently, excitation by the pump pulse results in a broad energy distribution of 

electrons and holes in the conduction and valence bands, respectively, which reduces 
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absorption of the probe pulse over a broad range of energies, giving rise to a broad, negative 

bleach signal. Above ~470 – 490 and ~505 nm (below ~2.53 – 3.05 and ~2.46 eV), the 

spectra are positive. The amplitude increases first gradually, then steeply beyond ~525 nm 

(below ~2.36 eV), forming a broad, positive band with a maximum at ~570 nm (~2.18 eV) 

and a broad tail extending beyond 650 nm (below 1.91 eV).  

This dominant, broad, positive band originates from ESA, specifically absorption of the 

probe light by photoexcited holes in the valence band and photoexcited electrons in the 

conduction band. Excited hole absorption was proposed to be the main cause, based on 

measurements of hematite thin films subjected to an anodic bias, thus controlling the 

accumulation of holes in the valence band and monitoring the growth or decay of the ~570 

nm peak as the bias was varied23, 36. However, in another study where the transient absorption 

signals were compared with the calculated electronic band structure of hematite, the whole 

positive band was attributed to mainly excited electron absorption24. The latter assignment 

was based on a comparison of the transient absorption spectral properties with the valence 

and conduction band sizes and energy gaps, as well as an estimation of the density of states of 

the bands and the dipole strength of intra-band transitions, arguing that the latter two 

properties are greater for electron transitions in the conduction band. Although these results 

indicate the meaningful contribution of electron absorption towards the ESA signal, two other 

important considerations not adequately accounted for in the interpretation are the gap 

between the two lowest conduction bands that are populated by electrons and the valence 

band being broader than the combined conduction bands. Both considerations relate to 

increased hole absorption as opposed to electron absorption, in particular at higher energies 

(shorter wavelengths).  In another study, the ESA feature was attributed to the presence of 

localized intra-bandgap states34.  
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Figure 3. (a) Transient absorption difference spectra obtained at a pump fluence of 1.40 

mJ/(pulse∙cm2) centred at 387.5 nm, shown until a delay time of 5 ps. (b) Kinetic traces at specified 

wavelengths, shown until a delay time of 20 ps. 

Transient kinetics at selected wavelengths are shown in Figure 3b, illustrating the dynamics of 

the main difference absorption features.  All features grew rapidly, reaching a maximum in 

<100 fs, although the 440-nm and 640-nm kinetics are comparatively slower. The kinetics 

also helps in visualizing the decay rates of selected spectral features. The decay of the 

positive band peaking at ~570 nm is fast initially and slows down after ~1 ps. Similar spectral 

decay dynamics are observed at the other presented wavelengths. Around 472 nm, the 

spectrum becomes bipolar, i.e., it contains negative and positive features, pointing to a 

wavelength-dependent interplay between the GSB and ESA decay kinetics, as explained 

below.  

Singular value decomposition of the data indicated that at least three different lifetimes were 

required to adequately describe the spectral decays. We thus performed global data analysis 

using a three-component sequential model. The obtained EADS represent the spectral 

evolution of the whole system and not that of pure spectral states. The EADS corresponding 

with each of the utilized fluences are shown in Figure S2. Although the spectral features are 
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largely similar, the associated decay lifetimes displayed a clear fluence-dependent decrease 

(Table 1). We will consider the fluence dependence of each lifetime in more detail.  

With pump pulses of 3.2 eV, electrons can be excited from the top of the valence band to the 

bottom of the second conduction band24 as well as from a broad range of energies below the 

valence band maximum to the first conduction band. In fact, any transition separating 

photogenerated e--h+ pairs by 3.2 eV is permissible. These hot electrons and holes relax to the 

band edges on an ultrafast timescale. The initial decay lifetime is therefore attributed to hot 

carrier cooling, i.e., both hot electron relaxation to the conduction band edge and hole 

diffusion to the top of the valence band. Previous studies17, 35 have claimed that these initial, 

sub-ps processes are independent of the pump fluence. However, in the present study, using 

somewhat higher fluences, a marked fluence dependence can be observed (Table 1). 

Specifically, a factor of 3 increase in pump fluence resulted in a 2.3 times shortening of the 

initial decay lifetime, τ1. This indicates that electron and hole relaxation to the respective 

band edges are not the only processes featuring on sub-ps timescales. Since the timescales for 

band-to-band e--h+ recombination or defect-assisted recombination in hematite, in the 

absence of nonlinear processes like three-particle Auger recombination and EEA, were 

shown to be in the order of several ps to ns24, 36-37, recombination occurring on a sub-ps 

timescale (i.e., corresponding mainly with τ1) suggests the presence of nonlinear processes. 

The fluence dependency was even more noticeable in the second lifetimes, τ2 (Table 1), 

showing a 3.2 times shortening of the lifetime with a 3 times increase in fluence. Since the 

decay is in the ps range, we attribute this lifetime to both e--h+ recombination and electron 

trapping by midgap (MG) states. The fluence dependency observed for the second lifetime also 

suggests the presence of nonlinear processes operating on a sub-ps to few-ps timescale. The 

fluence-dependent decay can be visualized more clearly with kinetic traces. Figure 4 shows the 

traces at 570-nm and 440-nm. Since the transient signal at 570 nm is largely believed to 
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emanate from excited hole absorption22, 38-39 and likely also excited electron absorption24, its 

decay should be an acceptable representation of the overall recombination dynamics. The 

accelerated decay of the 570-nm trace at higher fluences (Figure 4a) indicates that the fast 

recombination of e--h+ pairs could be facilitated by nonlinear processes. This will 

concomitantly lead to enhanced decay in the bleach signal, thus explaining the accelerated 

decay of the 440-nm signal at higher fluences (Figure 4b). 

  

Table 1. Decay lifetimes obtained for the respective pump fluences obtained from global analysis. An 

instrument response function of 180 fs was incorporated in the data analysis to calculate the sub-ps 

lifetimes more accurately. 

 1.40 

 mJ/(pulse∙cm2) 

1.96 

mJ/(pulse∙cm2) 

2.51  

mJ/(pulse∙cm2) 

4.19 

 mJ/(pulse∙cm2) 

τ1 425 fs 380 fs 250 fs 185 fs 

τ2 5.36 ps 4.52 ps 2.72 ps 1.65 ps 

τ3 5.5 ns 4.7 ns 3.8 ns 3.2 ns 

   

The third lifetime (τ3) was observed to decrease more slowly with increasing pump fluence 

than the other two lifetimes. It is unlikely that nonlinear processes play a role at such long 

lifetimes since traps drastically reduce the exciton concentration on a timescale of a few ps. 

This lifetime should correspond to direct recombination, involving, in particular, those 

electrons that undergo back-flow from the FTO.  
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Figure 4. Normalized traces at 570 nm (a) and 440 nm (b) at different excitation fluences. Faster 

decay observed following higher pump fluences indicates the presence of nonlinear processes. 

The presence of nonlinear processes is also reflected in Figure 5, showing the fluence 

dependence of the maximum amplitude of the ESA signal at different probe delays. Although 

the data follow a linear trend, the fits pass above the origin, suggesting rather a quadratic 

dependence of the amplitude on the pump fluence. The data corresponding with the longest 

delay shows the flattest slope and can be explained by the accumulative effect of non-linear 

processes during the first few ps. It is noteworthy that in a similar study using lower pump 

fluences, most of the linear fits also intercepted the y-axis above the origin24.  

 

 

Figure 5 Dependence of the maximum amplitude (near 570 nm) of the difference absorption spectra 

on the pump fluence for different probe delays.  
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3.4 Probe wavelength dependent decay 

The decay lifetimes were also found to vary with the probe wavelengths, specifically for the 

red wing of the broad, positive 570 nm band. For each of the four pump fluences, we fitted 

the 570-nm and 640-nm kinetic traces separately, using a biexponential decay function. All 

decay rates were slower at the shorter wavelength (Figure S3 and Table 2). This can be 

explained by the high density of Fe3+ trap states in hematite17, 40 favouring trapping of 

electrons from the conduction band to low-energy states, causing a spectral blue shift and 

thus wavelength-dependent decay rates17. It can also be deduced from this observation that 

trap-assisted recombination occurs faster than band-to-band recombination. Recombination 

occurring at wavelengths longer than 600 nm has to be trap-assisted; otherwise, the energy is 

too low for direct recombination. 

 

Table 2. Decay lifetimes of transients at 570-nm and 640-nm obtained from biexponential fits. 

 1.40 

mJ/(pulse∙cm2) 

1.96 

mJ/(pulse∙cm2) 

2.51 

mJ/(pulse∙cm2) 

4.19 

mJ/(pulse∙cm2) 

τ1, 570 nm 496 fs 417 fs 305 fs 226 fs 

τ2,570 nm 6.12 ps 5.62 ps 2.72 ps 2.01 ps 

τ1, 640 nm 422 fs 394 fs 283 fs 202 fs 

τ2,640 nm 5.87 ps 4.52 ps 2.51 ps 1.74 ps 
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4 Discussion  

4.1 Annihilation calculations 

Following the observed pump fluence-dependent dynamics and presence of e--h+ 

recombination at sub-ps timescales, there is sufficient reason to expect the presence of 

nonlinear processes at these timescales. Possible nonlinear processes following high pump 

fluences include EEA, three-particle Auger recombination and biexciton formation. 

Formation of biexcitons can be ruled out in the present study due to the lack of a 

characteristic signal that can be attributed to biexciton formation. The presence of biexciton 

formation can be observed by the appearance of a low-energy emission signal, which 

generally occurs at very high pump fluences41-42. For systems where the three-particle Auger 

recombination process is dominant, graphs of (∆𝐴0 𝐴𝑡)⁄ 2
− 1 vs. delay time should yield 

straight lines with decreasing slope as the fluence is increased43. Here, ∆𝐴0 is the maximum 

amplitude of the difference absorption spectra, while ∆𝐴𝑡 is the corresponding amplitude at 

delay time t. Although we observed a linear dependency with a different slope before and 

after 1 ps (Figure S4), the slopes do not show any dependence on the fluence, except for the 

slight increase in the slope for the highest fluence after 1 ps, which is opposite to the expected 

behaviour for three-particle Auger recombination. The presence of three-particle Auger 

recombination can therefore be ruled out. 

Next, we investigate the influence of EEA. The rate equation for exciton density, when 

dominated by EEA in solids, can be described by44  

𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑡
= −

𝑁

𝜏
− 𝛾𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑁

2,     (1) 
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where N is the exciton population at a time t after excitation, τ is the exciton decay lifetime in 

the absence of EEA and γeea is the annihilation rate constant. The analytical solution to the 

equation is obtained as 

𝑁(𝑡) =
𝑁0exp(−𝑡 𝜏⁄ )

1+𝛾𝑒𝑒𝑎𝜏𝑁0[1−exp(−𝑡 𝜏⁄ )]
 ,   (2) 

where N0 is the initial exciton population. A linear relation exists between the transient 

absorption amplitude and the density of generated excitons such that45 ∆𝐴0 ∆𝐴𝑡⁄ = 𝑁0 𝑁(𝑡)⁄ . 

N0 is obtained using the relation  

𝑁0 =
𝐸𝜆

𝑉ℎ𝑐
(1 − 10−𝐴),      (3) 

where E is the pulse energy, V is the volume of the photo-excited thin film, λ is the excitation 

wavelength, A is the absorbance of the thin film, h is Planck’s constant, and c is the speed of 

light in vacuum.  

A linear relationship between 1/𝑁(𝑡) and exp (t/τ) is observed within the first 1.2 ps (Figure 

4a), with a decreasing slope as the pump fluence increases. This trend is a clear indication 

that EEA plays an important role during the initial ps following photoillumination at all the 

investigated fluences. At ~1.2 ps, the slope flattens but a linear relationship is retained. The 

slopes beyond 1.2 ps show a weak dependence on pump fluence (Figure 4b), suggesting that 

annihilation still enhances e--h+ recombination beyond the first ps but is not the dominant 

process anymore.  
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Figure 4. Annihilation graphs derived from the 570 nm spectra, showing the (a) first 1.2 ps, and (b) 

an extended delay time, indicating that annihilation is only dominant in the first ~1.2 ps. Symbols 

represent experimental data while solid straight lines are linear fits of data corresponding to delay 

times up to 1.2 ps. A weighted average value of 1.5 ns was used for τ. 

The data in Figure 4a was fitted using Equation (2), giving for all fluence values an 

annihilation rate constant, γeea, of (7.60 ± 0.02) × 10-9 cm3s-1. The dominance of EEA being 

limited mainly to the first ps can be explained by the high density of traps in hematite that 

depletes the exciton population within a few ps. Additionally, the small annihilation constant 

is indicative of a small exciton diffusion coefficient, D. For a diffusion-limited three-

dimensional (3D) system, D and γeea relate through 𝛾𝑒𝑒𝑎 = 4𝜋𝑅𝑎𝐷, where Ra is the 

annihilation radius, representing the average separation at which two excitons may undergo 

annihilation46. The exciton diffusion length, LD, given as 𝐿𝐷 = √(𝐷𝜏), implies a large 

exciton density would have to be created for diffusion-limited EEA to be observed.  From the 

relations of γeea and LD, we can express the EEA radius as 𝑅𝑎 = 𝛾𝑒𝑒𝑎𝜏 4𝜋𝐿𝐷
2⁄ . The exciton 

diffusion length can be approximated with the hole diffusion length since the diffusion of an 

exciton can be taken to consist of electron diffusion and hole diffusion, separately. Due to the 

wide range of reported hole diffusion lengths, we decided to calculate a range of possible 

annihilation radii, first considering LD to be 2 nm14 and lastly taking LD to be 20 nm15. 

However, using 2 nm for the value of LD yielded unrealistically large values of Ra whereas 
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using 20 nm for LD, we obtained the annihilation radius as 2.3 nm. We also calculated the 

average distance between excitations to increase from 1.7 nm for a pump fluence of 4.19 

mJ/(pulse∙cm2) to 2.5 nm for 1.40 mJ/(pulse∙cm2), estimating the gaps between neighbouring 

particles to occupy ~10% of the space. The annihilation radius is, therefore, greater than or 

approximately equal to the average distances between excitations for the fluences we 

considered. This explains the rapid e--h+ recombination immediately after photoexcitation 

since adjacent excitons are formed, on average, within the annihilation radius of each other. It 

follows from these calculations that using 2 nm for the value of LD would be an 

underestimation for our samples. We also note that in most articles where the value of 2-4 nm 

is reported as the hole diffusion length, the lifetimes reported are also much shorter (up to 2 

orders of magnitude) than the values we obtained in this work. 

From previous studies, it has been observed that EEA in a variety of materials takes place on 

fs–ps timescales35, 47-50. EEA has been shown to take place in other semiconductors of various 

dimensions, inorganic semiconductors, and in non-semiconductor materials such as 

conjugated polymers51 and photosynthetic light-harvesting complexes52-53. The EEA rate 

constants of other 3D materials are comparable (within one order of magnitude) with that of 

hematite in the present study, for example, MEH-PPV (~10-8 cm3s-1)51, oligoaniline films 

(~10-10 cm3s-1)54, and the organic semiconductor PTCDA (~10-10 cm3s-1)55-56. Higher EEA 

rates are common in materials with reduced dimensionality, where the probability of many-

body interactions is high, such as bilayered tungsten disulfide (10-3 cm2 s-1) and monolayered 

materials like molybdenum diselenide (10-2 cm2 s-1)57.  

4.2 Recombination pathways 

We have previously carried out target analysis to demonstrate the various recombination 

channels in hematite following a pump pulse centred at 3.2 eV20. We extend the model here 
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to include an additional channel of EEA. A six-compartment target model, shown in Figure 5, 

was applied to the datasets to test the envisaged electron-hole recombination model. The 

pump pulse excites electrons to states within the conduction band (CBm), i.e. above the 

conduction band minimum (CBmin). From CBm, excited state electrons can relax to CBmin or 

be transferred to the FTO while holes also diffuse to the valence band maximum, both 

processes occurring at similar timescales for each fluence and under 500 fs across the four 

pump fluences. We also take into account that since the FTO valence band (FTOVB) is more 

positive than that of Fe2O3, there is no hole diffusion into the FTO from hematite. However, 

electron flow into the FTO is allowed even though FTOCB is more negative than the Fe2O3 

conduction band minimum. This can be explained by electron excitation to 1.1 eV above 

CBmin, whereas the separation between the conduction bands of FTO and Fe2O3 is only ~0.5 

eV. From CBmin, there are three possibilities. First, there is exciton formation and, 

subsequently, EEA in the first ps. As annihilation occurs, one exciton transfers its energy to 

the next exciton, which is then excited to a higher excited state, labeled CBn, while the donor 

exciton relaxes to the ground state. The exciton promoted to CBn is highly unstable and 

immediately relaxes to the ground state. These processes occur at an ultrafast timescale, 

which explains why EEA-assisted e--h+ recombination is a very fast process. In our target 

analysis, we constrained the EEA process (process (ii)) to 1 ps, as motivated by the 

annihilation graphs (Figure 6). Constraining already known rate constants helps in 

simplifying the model and ultimately yields more accurate values for the transitions whose 

rate constants are not predetermined. A competing process occurring nearly as fast is electron 

trapping by midgap states (process (iii)), and the trapped electrons either undergo ESA back 

to the conduction band (process (iv)) or recombine with the valence band holes (process (v)). 

It is, however, important to note that the trapping process is more dominant after the first ps, 

hence a reduced exciton concentration leading to negligible EEA. Lastly, the excited state 
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electrons initially transferred to the FTO can also be transferred back to the hematite 

conduction band and eventually recombine with the valence band holes (processes (vi)). 

These processes occur at much longer timescales – in the order of ns. Inverses of the rate 

constants obtained from target analysis are summarised in Table 2. These inversed rate 

constants present the characteristic times of electron and/or hole relaxation or e--h+ 

recombination between the respective compartments.  

 

 

Figure 5. Recombination model following pump excitation of 3.2 eV (solid blue arrows marked hν) 

in a hematite sample deposited on FTO. Filled ellipses represent electrons while empty ellipses 

represent holes. Recombinations of e--h+ pairs involving valence band holes are represented by red 

dashed arrows (processes (ii), (iv) and (v)) while the other possible electron and hole dynamics are 

represented by red solid arrows (processes (i), (iii) and (v)). The model is not drawn to scale.  
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Table 2. Lifetimes of the different processes following target analysis applied to the kinetic model 

shown in Figure 5.   

 1.40 

 mJ/(pulse∙cm2) 

1.96 

mJ/(pulse∙cm2) 

2.51  

mJ/(pulse∙cm2) 

4.19 

 mJ/(pulse∙cm2) 

τ(i) 470 fs 389 fs 322 fs 259 fs 

τ(ii) 1.0 ps 1.0 ps 1.0 ps 1.0 ps 

τ(iii) 2.6 ps 2.2 ps 2.7 ps 2.1 ps 

τ(iv) 12.5 ps 10.9 ps 11.2 ps 9.3 ps 

τ(v) 90.2 ps 87.6 ps 78.8 ps 80.1 ps 

τ(vi) 5.5 ns 4.7 ns 4.7 ns 3.2 ns 

5 Conclusions 

Fluence-dependent transient-absorption measurements were carried out on nanostructured 

hematite thin films. The data displayed similar spectral features across the excitation 

fluences. An inverse relationship between pump excitation fluence and decay lifetime on fs-

ns timescales was observed. Higher excitation fluences caused faster decay rates, attributed to 

exciton-exciton annihilation. Annihilation calculations confirmed that exciton-exciton 

annihilation is dominant at initial timescales, particularly during the first picosecond after 

photo-excitation. Probe wavelength dependent decay rates indicate that trap-assisted 

recombination of photo-created electrons and holes occurs. We have presented a kinetic 

model for e--h+ recombination in the presence of EEA and a high density of states. Since 

EEA contributes to e--h+ recombination, the recombination can be slowed down in a material 

by limiting EEA, for example by incorporating a high density of traps that can deplete the 

exciton concentration. Care should be taken to create a balance between slowing down EEA 

without significantly facilitating trap-assisted recombination. Additionally, our study 
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indicates the importance of taking nonlinear processes such as bimolecular Auger 

recombination into account when investigating hematite and other semiconductors under high 

fluences.  
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